
2017_10 M-TB6090-SB03#-01

Thank you for purchasing a TOMEI product.

Please read this installation manual carefully prior to installation/use.

Ensure you keep this document stored in a safe location for future reference. 

Pay close attention to and adhere to the various warnings/cautions contained herein.

You should also consult the official servicing manual for your vehicle when installing this product.

Please note that inappropriate installation/use of this product will be at the owner's own

risk and/or responsibility.

Retailers/Workshops should ensure this document is given to the end user.

TOYOTA 86/ SCION FR-S/ SUBARU BRZ

TB6090-SB03A TB6090-SB03B TB6090-SB03C

APPLICATION

PART NUMBER

TYPE-60S TYPE-60R TYPE-80

P2 P11 English

I N S T A L L A T I O N    M A N U A L

86/FR-S/BRZ
TITANIUM MUFFLER  TOYOTA 86/SCION FR-S/SUBARU BRZ 
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STANDARD QUIET MODE 1 QUIET MODE 2
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KIT CONTENTS  Check to ensure all the following items are included in this kit.

　

　　　　　

SPRING (4)

MAIN PIPE A (1)

BOLT SMOOTH PASTE (1) STICKERS (2)

MAIN PIPE B (1)

SILENCER BAND RUBBER (1)

SOUND REDUCER (1)

SILENCER BAND

(ONLY FOR TYPE-60S) (1)

GASKET (1)

TAIL PIPE (1)

CLAMP BAND (2)

ONLY TYPE-60S (3)

-60R

TAIL PIPE (1)

MAIN SILENCER (1)

FLANGE NUT

M8 (3)

SILENCER BAND

(ONLY FOR TYPE-80 (1)

SILENCER BAND RUBBER (1)

FLANGE BOLT

M8 L=35 (2)

M8 L=25 (1)

FLANGE NUT

M8 (1)

FLANGE BOLT

M8 L=25 (1)

BUTTON BOLT (3)

FOR TYPE-60S FOR TYPE-80

MAIN SILENCER (1)

FLANGE NUT

M6 (3)
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REQUIRED TOOLS FOR INSTALLATION

General engine maintenance tools Torque Wrench Official Servicing Manual Hand Drill

Safety Gear

CAUTION

This installation manual contains important information regarding this product.

For details regarding the assembly/disassembly of stock components, please refer to the vehicle's 

official servicing manual. 

This product is intended for motorsport/competition use and should NOT be used on public roads.

This product should be installed by a trained professional in a well-equipped workshop.

Only install this product on the specified vehicles to avoid product and/or engine damage. 

Ensure the appropriate amount of torque is used to remove/install the fastenings. Do NOT use

excessive force as this can damage the product and/or the engine.

Always use the appropriate tools and safety equipment when installing this product. 

Failing to do so is extremely dangerous and may result in injury. 

WARNING

Only install this product when the engine and all exhaust related components are cold. 

Ensure that all parts are fitted correctly during installation to avoid potential fire hazards

and/or damage. Failing to do so is not only dangerous to you but also those around you.

1. REMOVING THE STOCK EXHAUST

This manual only provides basic instructions. For more details, please refer to the vehicle's

official servicing manual.

<TYPE-60R/60S/80 Related Parts>

1. Disconnect the cars negative terminal battery.

2. Remove the exhaust main muffler. 

3. Remove the center exhaust pipe.

<TYPE-60R>

4. Remove the 2 hangers of the main muffler from the right side of the vehicle, remove 1 from the front 

left side hanger.

<TYPE-60S>

4. Remove the 2 main muffler hangers from the left side of the vehicle.

<TYPE-80>

4. Remove the 2 hangers of the main muffler from the right side of the vehicle.

At the same time, remove the gasket from the catalyst side.
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2. ADDING EXTRA BOLT HOLES 

FOR THE SOUND REDUCER

The loudness of the exhaust can be set at 3 different levels using the included sound reducer.

 STANDARD QUIET MODE 1 QUIET MODE 2

Can be used with just one bolt. Ensure you add the extra bolts

 and bolt holes.

WARNING
The exhaust tip has one predrilled bolt hole. However, when using QUIET MODE 2, 

ensure you add the extra bolts and bolt holes to fully secure the sound reducer in place

as detailed in the installation manual. Whilst QUIET MODE 1, can be used with just one bolt, 

using extra bolts is strongly recommended for added safety.

WARNING
Failing to add/use the additional bolts may result in parts coming loose while driving

which can be extremely dangerous for vehicles directly behind and/or around you.

This may also result in the exhaust tip becoming warped or damaged.

CAUTION
Use the reference hole (as shown above) for guidance

 when adding the extra bolt holes.

1. Ensure you use an old rag or cloth to prevent any debris from entering the silencer.

2. Double check the distance from the reference bolt hole to the edge/end of the exhaust tip (15mm).

3. Insert the sound reducer and mark the center point of the 2 additional bolt holes.

Secure the sound reducer using the reference bolt hole together

with the included M6 button bolt and flange nut.

Check that the sound reducer is aligned correctly and that the additional bolt holes 

are the same distance from the exhaust tip/end as the reference hole (15mm).

Reference bolt hole Reference bolt hole
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Using a center drill, add a pilot hole to one of the extra bolt holes marked earlier.

Check to make sure it's centered then enlarge the hole to 6.5mm diameter (to fit M6 bolt).

Then secure in place using the M6 button bolt and M6 flange nut.

Double check the sound reducer bolt hole positioning and repeat the process for the  3rd bolt hole.

After drilling all the holes, be sure to grind down any sharp edges.

Clean and/or remove any remaining debris.

Sound reducer bolt hole center.

Distance from the exhaust tip edge/end to the bolt hole （Std. 

15mm. Actual measurement recommended）.

Temporarily insert the 

sound reducer.

MARKING THE ADDITIONAL 

BOLT HOLE LOCATIONS

CHECKING THE SOUND REDUCER ALIGNMENT 

(15mm from exhaust tip/end to bolt hole center)
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TYPE-60R INSTALLATION

Install the included components as shown below. 

When installing TYPE-60R/60S, the stock gaskets & springs are to be reused.

<Positioning and torque specs. of the included components> 

MAIN PIPE A * Apply the Bolt Smooth Paste (included) 

MAIN PIPE B to the fastenings  that will be exposed

TYPE-60R TAIL PIPE  to high temperatures. 

 This helps prevent them from becoming  

SPRING stuck or seized.

SOUND REDUCER

BUTTON BOLT M6

Use the stock bolts and nuts for fitting the Main pipe A to the catalytic converter.

Install the pipe with the stopper facing up.

2. Fit the clamp band on the Main Pipe B, then keep the pipes parallel to each other so the springs 

hooks will be aligned with each other. Do this before inserting the main pipe B to the Main Pipe A.

Then you fit the muffler hanger as well. 

3. Fit the clamp band on the tail pipe, then keep the pipes parallel with each other to align the spring 

hooks. Do this before inserting the tail pipe to Main Pipe B. Then fit the hangeras well.
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TYPE-60S INSTALLATION

Install the included components as shown below. 

When installing TYPE-60R/60S, the stock gaskets & springs are to be reused.

<Positioning and torque specs. of the included components>

MAIN PIPE A SILENCER BAND

MAIN PIPE B SILENCER BAND RUBBER

TYPE-60S SILENCER

TYPE-60S TAIL PIPE

SOUND REDUCER

SPRING BUTTON BOLT M6 

Apply the Bolt Smooth Paste (included) to the fastenings that will be exposed to high temperatures. 

This helps prevent them from becoming  stuck or seized.

Use the stock bolts and nuts for fitting the Main pipe A to the catalytic converter.

Install the pipe with the stopper facing up.

2. Fit the clamp band on the Main Pipe B, then keep the pipes parallel to each other so the springs 

hooks will be aligned with each other. Do this before inserting the main pipe B to the Main Pipe A.

Then you fit the muffler hanger as well. 

3. Fit the clamp band on the Silencer, then keep the pipes parallel with each other to align the spring 

hooks. Do this before inserting the Silencer to Main Pipe B. Then fit the hanger as well.

The mufflers Logo is to be installed facing down to the ground.

4. Place the Silencer Rubber onto the Silencer Band, and carefully install on the Silencer body.

Then install onto the exhaust hanger. Contact with rough surfaces may damage the Silencer.

5. Fit the clamp band on the Tail Pipe, then insert the Tail Pipe to the Silencer.

Then fit the muffler hanger to complete it.
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MAIN PIPE A

MAIN PIPE B SPRING 

TYPE-80 SILENCER SILENCER BAND    

GASKET SILENCER BAND RUBBER

FLANGE BOLT M8 L=35mm SOUND REDUCER

BUTTON BOLT M6

Apply the Bolt Smooth Paste (included) to the fastenings that will be exposed to high temperatures. 

This helps prevent them from becoming  stuck or seized.

Use the supplied gasket, bolts and nuts for fitting the Main pipe A to the catalytic converter.

Install the pipe with the stopper facing up.

2. Fit the clamp band on the Main Pipe B, then keep the pipes parallel to each other so the springs  hooks will be

aligned with each other. Do this before inserting the main pipe B to the Main Pipe A. 

Then you fit the muffler hanger as well. 

3. Fit the clamp band on the Silencer, then keep the pipes parallel with each other to align the spring 

hooks. Do this before inserting the Silencer to Main Pipe B. Then fit the hangeras well.

  The mufflers Logo is to be installed facing down to the ground.

4. Place the Silencer Rubber onto the Silencer Band, and carefully install on the silencer body.

Then install onto the exhaust hanger. Contact with rough surfaces may damage the silencer.

Mounting position of each component

Install the included components as shown below. 

<Positioning and torque specs. of the included components>
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1. Check the clearance on each part before tightening everything.

Supplied flange nut M8

TYPE-60R/60S Clamp Band

TYPE-80 Clamp Band

2. Fit the springs onto each of the spring hooks.

*Use the supplied Springs

CAUTION

This installation manual contains important information regarding this product. For details regarding 

the assembly/disassembly of stock components, please refer to the vehicle's official servicing manual. 

This product is intended for motorsport/competition use and should NOT be used on public roads.

This product should be installed by a trained professional in a well-equipped workshop.

Only install this product on the specified vehicles to avoid product and/or engine damage. 

Ensure the appropriate amount of torque is used to remove/install the fastenings. Do NOT use

excessive force as this can damage the product and/or the engine.

Always use the appropriate tools and safety equipment when installing this product. 

Failing to do so is extremely dangerous and may result in injury. 

Button Bolt M6 

WARNING

Do not drive at high speeds with the SOUND REDUCER installed as it may become damaged and/or broken.

Only install/uninstall the SOUND REDUCER when the exhaust is cold.

4. Re-connect the negative battery terminal.
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3. INSTALLATION VERIFICATION

1. Check again the vehicle that there are no parts interfering with any other components.

2. Start the engine and let it idle first before taking it up to 2500 RPM to check and listen for any signs 

of exhaust leaks or any abnormal sounds. Then recheck the car again for any loose parts or gas leaks.

3. After the initial test drive check the car again for any signs of exhaust gas leakage and any loose 

parts, bolts and nuts.

WARNING

Be thorough when performing checks as incorrect fitment and/or loose parts can lead to

 accidents, reduced performance as well as damage to surrounding components.

Exhaust leaks not only reduce performance but can also be a health hazard and should be 

addressed  immediately.

If there are any abnormalities whilst using the vehicle, stop immediately and check for faults.

Ensure all exhaust related components have cooled before attempting any repairs.

Do not restart the engine should you notice anything abnormal such as missing/broken parts.

 Instead, consult a trained professional and follow their instructions.

CAUTION

Once this product has been installed on the vehicle, the engine characteristics may change 

depending on the setup. After installation, adjust the engine/ECU settings as necessary.
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13 Orchard Suite 107
Lake Forest, CA 92630 USA

TEL : +1-949-855-6577
FAX : +1-949-855-6525  

OPEN: Monday - Friday (National holidays and public holidays excluded). 
10:00 - 19:00 PST

http://www.tomeiusa.com
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